
"I have discovered in life that there are woys of getting almost anywhere ¡,ou want to go,

il'you realllt want to go." -Langstrtn Hughes

I was raised as a military child, but following my father's retirement from the Marine Corps I was

immediately immersed in an environment unlike any I knew before. I had been catapulted to a land that

seemed like Oz, but it was ( t, Here,a yacht club

membership was essential, and sending your children to an elite school was a must. Because of this my

adolescence was unique, not because I couldn't assimilate, but because my family's ideology was

different. My parents sacrificed everything to send me to an A school district, in an attempt to ensure that

I had access to the successes of the masses. They didn't realize that because I didn't come from a largely

academic f mily, the world of education in this environment would be difficult for me. I was an outcast

racially, socially, and academically.

lVhen I entered high school, I knew I wanted to practice law, but I wasn't like the rest of my

classmates pursuing the same thing. I wouldn't be inheriting my own law firm, I was about to be a first

generation college student, and if I made any mistakes I'd be done. I went forth in life thinking I would

never be hired for my dream job, and I would be likely set up for disappointment. My sister suggested

teaching, and changing the world from the classroom, so I took that advice and tried just that.

After high school, unlike most in I attended community college. It was

disappointing, but soon I realized how much it had to offer my journey. Following my time at

I transfened to . graduated, and began working with the leacher Corps,

teaching at ahigh need school in Once I stepped into that classroom I realized that

everything I had been told was a lie. I couldn't change the world from my tiny classroom; the

communities were broken, the system was broken, everything was against my students and I. This is when

I decided to take matters into my own hands, and pursued a second job with a non-profit called

, which serves young men and boys of color in the Metropolitan area. I act as their

leadership academy coordinator and their research assistant. Working with the young men has truly

inspired me to more heartily pursue a legal edilcation to make a difference for them. Most of the young

men I work with in the program have been expelled from their schools, and the next step for them could

be a detention center if they don't successfully complete the program.

Traveling into my future, I want to take my experiences and make them the force behind

everything I do. I want to break the glass ceiling that keeps the number of African American and female

lawyers at a minimum. I have built myself, now it is time to take on the world, and build someone else

through the diversity of breaking into a field where no one looks like me.



Many may ask, "Can't you do tremendous things with any career?" While this is true I feel that I
have found so much passion in the legal field; a passion that can only be utilized through the study of law

and the combination of my experiences, accomplishments, and goals. These things will make true

changes, they will fulfill my dreams, and that of others. At the beginning of Michelle Alexander's expose',

The New Jim Crow, reae)ers follow Javarious Cotton, who cannot vote. The reader is given the ability to track

his paternal bloodline, and within a short paragraph, there is a glimpse into the catastrophic generational

upheaval when concerned with voting. Slavery, Klan threats, poll taxes, and other racial caste systems were the

reasons why Javarious' ancestors could not excel in amarginalized society, but Javarious' reason, a fèlony.

Javorius is an example of the 1 million African American men incarcerated in the United States. These men are

included in the 58% of minority men incarcerated, which includes the hispanic population. This is alarming not

only because together they only make up 25% of this nation's population, but because this entire group of men

cannot vote. Even more flabbergasting is the one out of every three black males bom, who have been

predispositioned for a life of incarceration. This new systematic caste system affects a small percentage, but it

has a large impact on societal nomrs and policies, yet the American citizens see it as a temporaly punishment,

versus a system of permanence.

By more legal organizations stepping into tlre communities that are in neecl, and creating

programs of prevention that will help the fifure generations avoid becoming a statistic, there can be a halt

to the damage of the prison system. While there are many attomeys, ancl organizations that support those

released fronr prison, there need to be n:ore. There is a need for those who have a desire to break that

political chains of mass incarceration. Those that come from what is seen as an undesirable background,

like many black and brown felons, are not given a fair chance to nrake a life change once being released,

V/ith support for thesc individuals and their familics they will bc morc likcly to live a lifc outsidc of

crime. and above thc povcrty line versus below. Giving thcm an opporlunity to progress al'ter their releasc

will give them a fair chance to havs thcir voice bc heard, iustcad of their rights beirig reacl to them. Thc

problem is larger than ir.rst the prison system, outsi<le fhctors cclnffibute to its growth and continuous

progression. With infì'astructures sucrh ¿¡s the school to prison pipeline, citizens and those in power must

be privy to the hicltlen funneling of black ancl brown children into the worlcl of incarceration, and out of

their right to utilize their natulal born rights.

This generation has beeu seen as that of plogress, but this is not the case for the high number of

underprivileged citizens in the United States. This is not because it cannot. but because there have been

policies created to act as a blo{rkade. The stricles of those who rode for freeclom, and risked lit'e alld lirnb

have been placed in jeopardy because of today's systematic bondage. More barriers have beerr placed in

front of the faces of our young minority men and women. Often these barriers consist of bars" sometimes



literal, but more often figurative. These figurative barriers include gensrational poverty masked as

progression, poor education masked as innovation, political abuse masked as pairiotisrn, and

self-revulsion masked as inferiority; creating generational systems of oppressi<ln, which have morphed

into the present day Jim Crow. These fàctors contribute to the lack of rights for the mass representation of

minorities who have been affected by the impact of prisons. A change has to come, and until it does the

minority population will continue to be misrepresented at the voting booth, locally and nationally. This

essay has Step l: Recognized the problem, and Step 2: Voiced the problern" but Step 3: Making the

change, will only come once someone steps up and speaks for those who have been marginalized, misled,

and falsified.


